While the theoretical and experimental foundations of agent-based nyrrtems arc becoming increasingly well understood, comparatively little effort hns been devoted to understanding the pragmatics of (muitl-Jagent systems development -the everyday reality of carrying out an agent-based development project. As a result, agent nyetcm devciopcrs are needlessly repeating the same mistakes, with the result that, at best, resources are wasted -at worst, projects fnii. This paper identifies the main pitfalls that await the agent system developer, nnd where possible, makes tentative recommendations for how these pitfalls can be avoided or rectified.
Introduction
It is now more than two decades since Frederick Brooks wrote The /@hlcal Man-Mont/r -arguably the best-known and most in&t-entlai work on software engineering and software project management yet published, In a series of memorable essays, Brooks highJightcd some of the most common mistakes made in the software development process. Respite the immense amount of effort devoted to understanding and improving it, the software development process today is no easier in errence than it was in 1975, when T/tc Myflrlcal Maw-Month was first published. The most significant !mprovements in software engineering have come about through the !ntroduction of powerful abstractions with which to manage t!re jnlrerent complexity of software -object-oriented programming is the most obvious example. Elsewhere, we, (along with many others), have argued that the notion of an agent as a selfcontoincd problem solving system capable of autonomous, reaclive, pro-active, social behaviour is such an abstraction too! [23, 241 , nnd that agent-based computing is a promising approach to developing a range of complex, typically distributed, computer systems, Agent-based solutions have already been developed for many different application domains, and field-tested agent systems are stcndiiy increasing in number, In addition, a range of theoretical ond experimental results attest to the fact that the scientific foundations of agent-based systems are becoming increasingly well understood, But despite these significant advances in the science of ogcnt systems, comparatively little effort has been devoted to understanding how to engineer them. In short, our aim in this paper is to begin to rectify this omission. We identify what we perceive to be the main pitfalls that await the agent system development project. If agent technology is to achieve its potential, then thesepragmatic aspects of agent system development must be studied and understood -just as they have been for object-oriented programming. There is avery real danger that if no attempt is made to do this, then agent technology will fail to live up to the claims currently being made of it. The result will be a backlash similar to that experienced against expert systems, logic programming, and all the other good ideas that, it was promised, would t%ndamenta!ly change computing. Our goal is not to suggest that agent technology is in any way a bad thing, or that it is more prone to problems than other sofhvare technologies, but rather to recognise that agent systems have their own specific probIems and pitfalls. By recognising these pitfalls, we cannot guarantee success, but we can at least avoid some of the most obvious sources of failure.
Note that this is not a scientific paper, in the sense that it does not present any theorems or easily falsifiable experimental results. However, the paper does make claims -specifically, claims about bad practice in agent system development. While the justification for these claims seems anecdotal, it is based on a decade of experience in developing muhi-agent systems, ranging from industrial control systems [14] to Internet-based information retrieval and management systems [S] .
The structure of the paper is loosely based on (221. We identify seven categories of problem areas: political, management, conceptual, analysis and design, micro (agent) level, macro (society) level, and implementation issues. For each of these categories, we list the key pitfalls that may be found. For each pitfall, we discuss the nature of the pitfall, how it may be avoided, and, where possible, what steps may be taken to recover from it. We stress that we have focussed on pitfalls which seem specific (or at least very common) to agent-based development projects; we ignore issues that are common to software development in general [22] .
Before proceeding, it is worth commenting on what sorts of agent system we are discussing in this paper. Our interest (and experience) is primarily in the area of mulli-agent sysfems, i.e., in systems composed of multiple interacting agents, where each agent is a coarse-grained computationa system in its own right. We use the more neutral term agent-based system to refer to one in which the key abstraction used, either in conceptualisation, design, or implementation, is that of an agent. A paradigm example of the type of project for which this paper seems appropriate is ARCHON, a multi-agent system in the field of industrial power systems management [14] . Other pertinent examples include the I agent-based development projects undertaken at the Australian AI Institute (AA@ [12] , and the University of Michigan Digital Library (UMDL) [6] . There nrc n number of good reasons for supposing that agent technology will enhance the ability of software engineers to construct complex, distributed applications: other considerations aside, agents are n powerful and natural metaphor for conceptualising, designing nnd implementing many systems. But agents are not a magical problem solving paradigm: tasks that are beyond the scope of automntion using non-agent techniques will not necessarily be made trnctablc simply by adopting an agent-based approach. Problems tbnt bnvc troubled software engineers for decades are still difficult with agent systems. Indeed, there is no evidence that any system developed using agent technology could not have been built just ns cnsily using non-agent techniques. In short, agents may make it ennier to solve certain classes of problems, (and there are good nrguments for supposing that this is the case), but they do not make the impossible possible. The reason for this is that the atomic problem solving components within agent-based systems still have to be nble to perform the necessary domain tasks, and their implementntion can only use the (limited) techniques that are currently nvnilnble, Nnturally, extra leverage can be obtained by applying multiple problem solving methods and by caretXly managing the interactions between the components; but ultimately, these component<; still need to be written.
The other aspect of overselling is to equate agents with intelligent problem solving. Those unfamiliar with the achievements (and failures) of Artificial Intelligence (AI) often believe that agents are capable of human-like reasoning and acting. Obviously, this is not the case: such a level of competence is well beyond the state of the nrt in AI, Thus agents may sometimes exhibit smart problem solving bcbnviour, but it is still very much limited by the current state of the art in machine intelligence.
There are a number of very good reasons for not overselling agents [17] , not the least of which is that artificial intelligence as a field hns arguably suffered a great deal from over optimistic (some would say nbsurd) claims about its potential. Most recently, perbnps, the expert systems experience vividly illustrates the perils of overselling a promising technology.
Sco also: pitfall 4.1 2,2 Getting religious or dogmatic about agents Altl~ough agents have been used in a wide range of applications [15], they are not n universal solution. There are many applications for which conventional software development paradigms (such as object-oriented programming) are far more appropriate. Indeed, given the relative immaturity of agent technology and the small number of deployed agent applications, there should be clear advnntnges to an agent based solution before such an approach is even contemplated. Given a problem for which an agent and a non-agent approach appear likely to produce equal quality solutions, the nonagent approach should generally be preferred, since it will be better understood by the so&are engineers involved in the system development, and as a consequence is likely to be more manageable and predictable, Unfortunately, this point is missed by many agent research and development groups, who have a somewhat blinkered nttitude to other development paradigms. Such groups exhibit the single technique syndrome-if the only tool you possess is a hammer, then everything looks like a nail. To summa&e, there is a danger of believing that agents are the right solution to every problem, As n consequence, agent solutions are often developed for quite inappropriate problems.
The other form of dogma associated with agents relates to their definition. Most agent developers have their own opinion on exactly what constitutes an agent-and no two developers appear to share exactly the same opinion (see [IO] for a collection of agent definitions). Thus having made a valid case for an agent-based approach, people tend to shoe-horn their solution to fit with their definition, even when some facets of the definition are clearly gratuitous in the particular context. For example, those who feel that mobility is an essential characteristic of agenthood invariably propose mobile agent solutions even when static agents represent a more obvious and natural approach.
See also: pitfall 4.2 3 Management Pitfalls 3.1 You don't know why you want agents This is a common problem for any new technology that has been hyped as much as agents. Managers read forecasts such as "'agents will generate US$2.6 billion in revenue by the year 2000" [17] , and, not surprisingly, they want to jump on the bandwagon. This phenomena is exacerbated for agents because they are such an intuitively simple concept. It is easy think of a whole army of useful agents -if only I had an agent to book my flights, read my email and automatically generate responses, and so on. However in many cases, managers that propose an agent project do not actually have a clear idea about what "having agents" will buy them. That is, they have no clear vision of how agents can be used to enhance their existing products, or how they can enable them to generate new product lines. As a consequence, agent projects are often initiated with no clear goals in mind (other that to "have" agents). With no goals, there are also no criteria for assessing the success or otherwise of the initiative, and no way of telling whether the project is going well or badly. The net result is that catastrophic project failures can occur seemingly out of the blue. The lesson is simply to really understand your reasons for attempting an agent develop ment project, and what you expect to gain from it.
See also: pitfall 3.2
You don't know what your agents are good for
This is related to pitfall 3.1, and concerns a general lack of clarity of purpose for the use of agent technology and a lack of understanding about its degree of applicability. Having once developed some agent technology or some specific agents, there is a tendency to search for an application in which they can be used. Invariably, the process of seeking to find an application for a technology leads to mismatches and dissatisfaction, either because the full potential of what an agent could add to the application is not achieved (because the agents have the wrong functionality or emphasis), or else because onIy a subset of the agent's capabilities get exploited as that is all the application requires. The lesson is simple: be sure you understand how and where your new technology may be most usefUlly applied. Do not attempt to apply it to arbitrary problems, and resist the temptation to apply it to every problem you come across.
See also: pitfalls 3.1 and 3.3 3.3 You want to build generic solutions to one-off problems This is a pitfall to which many software projects fall victim, but it seems to be especially prevalent in the agent community. Typi-cnlly it mnnifcsts itself in the devising of an architecture or testbed that supposedly enables a whole range of potential types of agent to be built, when what is really required is a bespoke design to tackle a single application. In such situations, a custom built solution will be easier to develop and far more likely to satisfjr the requirements of the application. As anybody with experience of object-oriented development knows, re-use is difficult to attain unlean development is undertaken for a close knit range of problems with similar characteristics [22] . Moreover, general solutions are more diMcult and more costly to develop and often need extensive tailoring to work in different applications. Yet agent developers continually speak about generic architectures that can be used and m-used for a seemingly infinite range of applications. Such claims arc often unsubstantiated and based on flimsy evidence; they are reminiscent of the early days of AI when, researchers claimed to have developed general purpose problem solvers.
So0 nlao: pitfall 7.4
You confuse prototypes with systems
Ha~hlg found an application for which an agent solution appears to bo well suited, and having planned the solution at an appropriate level of generality, it is comparatively easy to develop a prototype system consisting of a few interacting agents doing some semiur;cI'ul task, However, this is a world away from having a solution lhnt Is sufIlclently robust and reliable to be used in practice, While such claims can be levcllcd at any problem soIving paradigm which lcndo itself to rapid prototyping, the gap is especially large for agent based systems because of the general characteristics of the software beIn& dcvcloped, Agent systems, by their very nature, tend to involve: (i) concurrent and distributed problem solving; (ii) flexible and aophlaticnted interfaces behveen the problem solving components; nnd (iii) complex individual components whose behaviour is context dependent, Each of these characteristics in isolation makes it more difficult to bridge the gap between a prototype and a full strength software solution, but when they are all present the gap cnn become n chrism.
Soo aloo: pltfnl17.6
4 Conceptual Pitfalls 4,l You believe that agents are a silver bullet
The holy grnil of software engineering is a "silver bullet": a technique that will provide an order of magnitude improvement in software development [5] . Many technoIogies have been promoted as the sliver bullet: automatic programming, expert systems, graphicnl progrnmming, and formal methods are some examples, Agent technology is a newly emerged, and as yet essentially untested so% wnre paradigm: it is only a matter of time before someone claims agents arc a silver bullet, This would be a dangerous fallacy. As WC polnted out nbove, there are good arguments in favour of the V~CW thnt agent technology will lead to improvements in the development of complex distributed SOfhwre systems [23, 151. But , nn yet, these arguments are largely untested in practice. There is ccrtnlnly no scientific evidence to support the claim that agents offer any advance in software development -the evidence to date Is purely anecdotal. Even if agents do lead to a real improvement in software development practice, it would be naive to suppose that the advance would represent an order of magnitude improvement. We argue thnt the most important developments in so&are engineering have presented the developer with yet more powerful ab-,r/racflo~s with which to understand and manage complexity. Procedural abstraction, structured programming, abstract data types, and objects are all examples of the progressively more powerful programming abstractions developed over the past three decades, which have enabled developers to attack successively more complex programming tasks. For us, agents are just such an abstraction. They appear to provide a powert%l way of conceptualising, designing, and implementing a particularly complex class of software systems. We expect that, with time, agent technology will be proven to have benefits for the software developer. But at the time of writing, it is naive and misleading to imply that such benefits are a matter of fact.
See also: pitfall 2.1
You confuse buzzwords with concepts
One of the reasons why agent technology is currently so popular is that the idea of an agent is extremely intuitive. This is on the one hand a good thing -the fact that the concept of an agent cuts across so many different discipIines is testament to its wide applicability. But unfortunately, it also encourages developers to believe that they understand concepts when in fact they do not. A good example of this is the bebef-desire-intention (BDI) model of agency, as embodied in the work of Georgeff and colleagues [ 111. The BDI model is interesting to the agent developer because it is underpinned by a respectable theory of (human) agency, (primarily developed by Michael Bratman [4]), it has an elegant logical semantics 1201, and perhaps most importantly, it has been proved in extremeIy demanding applications -such as real-time faultdiagnosis on the space shuttle [12] . Unfortunately, the label "BDI" has now been applied to so many different types of agent (many of which are simply not BDI systems), that the phrase has lost much of its meaning. One often finds phrases like BDt repeated as if they were mantras: "our system is a BDI system', the implication being that being a BDI system is like being a computer with 64MB memory: a quantifiable property, with measurable associated benefits. This is clearly misleading.
See also: pitfall 2.2 4.3 You forget you are developing sofhvare At the time of writing, the development of any agent systemhowever trivial -is essentially a process of experimentation. There are no tried and trusted techniques available to assist the developer. Unfortunately, because the process is experimental, it encourages the developer to forget that they are actually developing software.
Project plans tend to be pre-occupied with investigating agent architectures, developing cooperation protocols, and improving coordination and coherence of multi-agent activity. Mundane software engineering processes -requirements analysis, specification, design, verification, and testing -become forgotten. The result of this neglect is a foregone conclusion: the project flounders, not because of agent-specific problems, but because basic software engineering good practice was ignored. The abandonment of the software process is often justified with reference to the fact that software engineering for agent systems is, as yet, a research area. While it is true that development techniques for agent systems are in their infancy, it is nevertheless also true that almost atry principled software development technique is better than none. Thus in the absence of agent-oriented development techniques, objectoriented techniques may be used to great effect. They may not be ideal, but they are certainly better then nothing.
See also: pitfall 4.1 4.4 You forget you are developing distributed software Distributed systems have long been recognised as one of the most complex classes of computer system to design and implement. A grcnt deal of research effort has been devoted to understanding this complexity, and to developing formalisms and tools that enable a developer to manage it [2] . Despite this research effort, the problems inherent in developing distributed systems can in no way be rcgordcd as solved. Multi-agent systems tend, by their very nature, to be distributed -the idea of a centralised multi-agent system is an oxymoron, So, in building a multi-agent system, it is vital not to Ignore the lessons learned from the distributed systems community -the problems of distribution do not go away, just because a system is agent-based. A multi-agent system will if anything be more complex than a typical distributed system. The multi-agent system developer must therefore recognize and plan for problems such as synchronization, mutual exclusion for shared resources, deadlock, nnd livelock.
Sco also: pitfall 7,2 5 Analysis and Design Pitfalls EL1 You don't exploit related technology When developing any agent system, the percentage of the design that is agent-specific (e.g., doing cooperation or negotiation, or learning n user's profile) is comparatively small. This conforms to the wlslrl breud view of system development, attributed to Winston [7] , in which the parts of the system which can be considered agent-based conform to the small percentage of raisins and the more standard technology needed to build the majority of the system conforms to the significantly larger amount of bread. Given these relative percentages, it is important that conventional technologies and techniques are exploited wherever possible. Such exploitation speeds up the development process, avoids re-inventing the wheel, and enables sufhcient time to be devoted to the valueadded agent component. This point may seem obvious, but many agent projects fail to take it on board and, as a result, suffer in their development. While the exact set and degree of those technologies which nre related varies behveen applications, many agent projects could benetit from exploiting available technology from the following fields: distributed computing platforms (such as CORBA [19] ) to handle low-level inter-operation of heterogeneous distributed components: database systems to handle large information processing requirements; and expert systems to handle reasoning and problem fiolving tasks.
So0 also: pitfall 7.4 63 Your design doesn't exploit concurrency Them nre, in general, many different ways of cutting up any particular problem. Decomposition can be made along functional, organIsntionnl, physical, or resource related lines. In terms of developing ngent-based systems, no single approach is universally best. However, not all decompositions yield equally good solutions. System design is thus a crucial determinant of the project success-a poor design leads to poor exploitation of the agent metaphor which, in turn, leads to an unsuccessful project.
One of the most obvious features of a poor mu&agent design is that the amount of concurrent problem solving is comparntively small or even in extreme cases non-existent. Typically in poorly designed systems, one agent does some processing, produces some results, and then enters into an idle state. The results are passed onto another (previously inactive) agent which then processes them, produces more results, and returns to inactivity, and so on. This is an unsatisfactory design because there is only ever a single thread of control: concurrency, one of the most important potential advantages of multi-agent solutions, is not exploited. Concurrency allows the system to simultaneously handle multiple objectives and perspectives, to respond and react to the environment at many different levels, and to allow multiple complementary problem solving methods to cooperatively inter-work. Given this, one of the aims of the analysis and design phases is to produce a system which ensures a reasonable and appropriate amount of concurrent problem solving activity. See also: pitfalls 7.2 and 7.6 6 Micro (Agent) Level Pitfalls 6.1 You decide you want your own agent architecture Agent architectures are essentially designs for building agents [24] . Many agent architectures have been proposed over the years, to deal with many different types of problem domain; a good csample of such an architecture is the Procedural Reasoning System (PRS) [ll] . There is a great temptation, when first attempting an agent project, to imagine that no existing agent architecture meets the specific requirements of your problem, and that it is necessary to design one from first principles. Contributing to this temptation are several factors. The "not designed here" mindset, which only trusts products developed in-house, is one factor. The desire to generate intellectual property -either for profit or academic glory -is another. But designing an agent architecture from scratch in this way is usually a mistake, for several reasons. First, in ordar to develop a new architecture that is both reliable and that offers sufficient power to be usable takes years of effort -not person years, but yews. This is time that could otherwise have been devoted to gaining experience with, and, ultimately, proving the technology. Second, unless the design process is carried out in tandem with a major research effort, it is unlikely that the architecture you end up with will be sufficiently novel to generate either interest or revenue. Our recommendation is therefore to study the various architectures described in the literature [24] , and either license one or else implement an "off the shelf' design. This approach will not bring you architecture-related intellectual property or revenue, but it will get you developing applications quickly. (It is also worth observing that for many applications, a formal agent architecture is not actually required: it is quite sufficient to implement individual agents in the language best suited to the application.)
See also: pitfall 7.4 6.2 You think your architecture is generic If you do develop your own architecture, then resist the temptation to believe that it is generic. Many agent-based architectures have been developed, that deal with both the micro (agent) and macro (society) levels of agent systems. Typically, these architectures are developed by building a solution for a particular problem, and then generalising. There is a temptation, having developed a successful agent solution, to imagine that the architecture and techniques developed for one problem domain can be directly applied to another. But this is a fallacy: it inevitably leads one to attempting to apply an architecture to a problem for which it is patently unsuited. Ifyou have developed an architecture that has successfully been applied to some particular problem, try to understand whq' that particular architecture succeeded with that particular problem. Only attempt to apply the architecture to problems with similar characteristics. Se0 also: pitfall 3.3
G,3 Your agents use too much Al
When one builds an agent application, there is an understandable temptation to focus exclusively on the agent specific aspects of the oppllcntion. After all, these are seen as the justification for the projccl in the lint place. If ones does this, then the result is often nn agent framework that is too overburdened with experimental AI tcchnlqucs (first principIes planners, theorem provers, reason mnlntcnancc systems, , . .) to be usable. This problem is helled hy n kind of "feature envy", where one reads about agents that have me nbllily to learn (or plan, or communicate in natural langunge, , , . ), nnd imagines that such features are essential in one's owu ngent system. In general, a more successful strategy is to build ngcnls with n minimum of AI techniques; as success is obtained wllh such systems, they can be progressively evolved into richer systems. This is what Etzioni calls the "useful first" strategy [7] .
So13 also: pitfall 5.1
OJl Your agents have no intelligence
While at one extreme, we tind developers obsessed with developing ngcnl systems that employ only the most sophisticated and complex AI lcchnlqucn available (and as a consequence fail to provide a sufllclcntly robust basis for the system), at the other, we find so-called ngents thnt do nothing to justify the use of the term. For example, it la becoming increasingly common to find straightforward distrlbutcd systems referred to as multi-agent systems. Another very dllfcrcnt, but equally common example, is the practice of referring lo WWW pages that have any behind the scenes processing as "n~cnts", Such prncticcs are unhelpful, for the following reasons. I$& lhcy will lend to the term "agent" losing any meaning it has. Second, they rnise expectations of software recipients, who will only be disnppointed when they ultimately receive a very conventlonnl piece of software. Finally, they lead to cynicism on the part af software developers (who come to believe that the term "agent" Is simply nnolher meaningless management buzzword).
Sco also: pitfalls 2.1,4.1,4.2,7.4 7 Macro (Society) Level Pitfalls
You ace agents everywhere
When ant learns about multi-agent systems for the first time, there is a tcndcncy to view eve~yll~i~rg as an agent. This is perceived to be In some wny conceptually clean -aAer all, an object-oriented language is considered "pure" if everything in the language is an object -isn't the situation the same for multi-agent systems? If one ndopls this viewpoint, then one ends up with agents for everything -~ Including agents for addition and subtraction. In the enormously lnllucntinl ACTC)R paradigm of concurrent computation [I] , this is prctly much whnt happens. In order to do some computation, actors (which arc very similar to agents) must be spawned to do the varIous components of the computation. These actors in turn spawn more nctors to do successively smaller parts of the computation, and so on. Eventually, the computations required are so small that they are cnrried out by "built in" actors (cf. native methods). But by lhe time n computation of even moderate size has bottomed out In this way, a great many actors will have been created, and a great deal of communication overhead will have been incurred. For exnmplc, in the classic "fnctorial" example, computing n! requires the gencrntion of \r nctors. It is not difficult to see that naively viewing cvcr:vllrlrtg ns an agent in this wny will be extremely inefficient: the overheads of managing agents and inter-agent communication will rapidly outweigh the benefits of an agent-based solution.
In general, agents should he coarse gruined, in that each shauld embody significant, coherent computational functionality. While it is sometimes useful to view agents as being composed of further agents, one should be very careful how one applies this idea, as it can lead to enormous -and pointless-computational overheads.
See also: pitfall 7.2 7.2 You have too many agents It is well-known that a number of systems interacting with oneanother using simple rules can generate behaviour that appears to be considerably more complex than the sum of the components would indicate [21] . Therein lies one of the great strengthsand weaknesses -of multi-agent systems. The strength is that this emetgentfuncfiondi~ can be exploited by the multi-agent system builder, to provide simple, robust cooperative behaviour. The weakness is that emergent functionality is akin to chaos [16] . In short, the dynamics of multi-agent systems are complex, and can be chaotic. It is often difficult to predict and explain the behaviour of even a small number of agents; with larger numbers of agents, attempting to predict and explain the behaviour of a system is futile. Often, the only way to find out what is likely to happen is to run the system -repeatedly. If a system contains many agents (many is often interpreted as greater than lo), then the dynamics can become too complex to manage effectively.
There are several techniques that one can use to try to manage a system in which there are many agents. First, one can place it under central control, perhaps by having a coordinator agent. Unfortunately, this is often impossible, and usually undesirable. Another way of keeping control is to severeIy restrict the way in which agents can interact with one-another. This can be done in several ways. First, one can ensure that there are few channels of communication behveen agents. The theoretical maximum number of communication channels in a system containing n agents is 9 in which case every agent can talk to every other agent. The mini imum number of communication channels is n -1, in which case every agent can talk to just one other. (The idea of minimising the number of communication links behveen modules in a sofhvare system is, of course, not new -but there is often an assumption that, because agents are a new type of sofhvare, the old rules do not apply.) Another way in which a designer can try to keep a handle on multi-agent dynamics is by restricting the way in which agents interact. Thus very simple cooperation protocols are preferable over richer ones, with "one-shot" protocols (such as requesting and replying) being both adequate and desirable for many applications, See also: pitfall 7.1 7.3 You have too few agents While some designers imagine a separate agent for every possible task, others appear not to recognise the value of a multi-agent approach at all. They create a multi-agent system that completely fails to exploit the power offered by the agent paradigm, and develop a solution with a very small number of agents doing all the work. Such solutions tend to fail the standard software engineering test of coherence, which requires that a software module should have a single, coherent function. The result is rather as if one were to write an object-oriented program by bundling all the functionality into a single class. It can be done, but it is not pretty. In addition, such solutions tend not to exploit concurrency. ; / i i Soo also: pitfall 5,2 7,4 You spend all your time implementing infrastructure Qnc of the greatest obstacles in the way of the wider use of agent technology is that there are no widely-used software platforms for developing multi-agent systems. Such platforms would provide ail the basic infrastructure (for message handling, tracing and monitoring, run-time management, and so on) required to create a muitiagent system. As a result, almost every multi-agent system project that WC have come across has had a significant portion of its budget devoted to implementing this infrastructure from scratch. During this implementation stage, valuable time (and hence money) is often spent implementing libraries and software tools that, in the end, do little more than exchange KQML-iike messages ([IS]) across a network. By the time these libraries and tools have been implemented, there is frequently little time, energy, or enthusiasm left to work tither on the agents themselves or on the cooperative/social nspccts of the system.
A related issue is that infrastructure is often implemented by developers with a background in artificial intelligence, rather than networks or distributed systems. As a result, the infrastructure is often naive with respect to communications, and is too unreliable or badly designed to be of any real value. The system one ends up with is then simply a poorly designed distributed system. Se0 also: pitfall 5.1 7,6 Your system is anarchic A common misconception is that agent based systems can be deveioped simply by throwing together a number of agents in a melting pot; that the system requires no real structuring and all the agents are peers. While this may be true in certain cases, it should not be viewed as the o@ way of developing agent societies. Many ngcnt systems require considerably more system-level engineering Ihan this. For large scale systems, or for systems in which the society is supposed to act with some commonality of purpose, this is parliculariy true. In such cases, a means of structuring the society ifi needed to reduce. the system's complexity, to increase the system's efficiency, and to more accurately mode! the problem being tackled, The precise nature of this structuring is clearly dependent on the problem at hand, but common options include [3]: closeknit teams of agents working together to achieve a common goal; abslraction hierarchies modciiing the problem from different perr;pectives; and intermediaries acting as a single point of contact for II number of agents.
See also: pitfall 4.4 7,6 You confuse simulated with real parallelism Almost every multi-agent system starts life as a prototype, with nli ngents running on a single computer. The agents are often implemented as UNIX processes, lightweight processes in c, or JAVA threads, But crucially, the system starts life with simulated distribution: the agents are not reu& distributed across a network. The ndvantages of starting a multi-agent project by simulating distribution nrc obvious -apart from any other considerations, not many infititutions can provide a dedicated network of expensive servers for a demonstrator project. However, there is a tendency to assume that results obtained with simulated distribution will immediately scale up to real distribution. This is a very dangerous fallacy: distributed systems are an order of magnitude more difficult to design, implement, test, debug, and manage. There are innumerable practical problems in building distributed systems, from the mundane (how does one start up a number of agents running on different machines, perhaps in many different physical locations?) to the research level (how can one coordinate the actions of the agents, ensuring that deadlock and livelock do not occur?)
Another manifestation of this problem involves assuming that a development methodology which worked for simulated distribution will also work for a truly distributed system. Again, the problem of developing a tmly distributed system is an an order of magnitude more than that of developing a centraiised one: the development methodology cannot be assumed to scale up.
Perhaps the heart of the problem is that with simulated distribution, there is the possibility of centralised control -a fact that is exploited in many experimental testbeds, by providing a single trace facility and "control panel". In truly distributed systems, such centralised control is not possible unless one foregoes the advantages that distribution brings.
See also: pitfall 4.4 When building systems using an emerging new technology, there is often an assumption that it is necessary to start from a "blank slate": every component of the system must be designed and built from scratch. Often, however, the most important components of a sofhvare system will be &zcy: fimctionaliy essential, but technologically obsolete software components, which cannot readily be rebuilt. Such systems are often mission critical. When proposing a new software solution, it is essential to work with such components, since they can in general neither be ignored nor replaced. Such systems can be incorporated into an agent system by wrapping them wifh an agent layer [ 131. The basic idea is to enable legacy components to communicate and cooperate with agents by proving them wivith a software layer that reaiises an agent-level application program interface (API) . In this way, the functionality of the legacy sofhvare can be extended by enabling it to work with other newly developed software components (agents).
See also: pitfall 5.1
You ignore defacto standards
In a field as new as agent systems, there are few established standards that a developer can make use of when building the agentspecific components of an application. This is particularly true of the communication and cooperation components. Although there are initiatives underway to establish such standards [9] , at the time of writing these efforts are still at a preliminary stage. As a consequence, developers often believe they have no choice but to design and build ail agent-specific components from scratch, with the resuit that agents developed by different organisations are unable to inter-operate in any way. However, despite the lack of intemationally accepted standards, there are a number of de facto standards in the area, which may usellly be employed in many cases. The most obvious example is KQML [ 181, an agent communication language (ACL) that has been employed in many agent development projects. There are good arguments in support of the claim that agent technology will prove to be a valuable too! for building complex dis-ttibuted systems, But as yet, these arguments are unsupported by much substantial evidence: agent technology is essentially immature and untested. With no body of experience to guide them, agent syntem developers tend to find themselves falling into the same trnp:i, In thin paper, we have described what we perceive to be the moot common and most serious of these pitfalls. We thereby hope to hnvc inltinted a debate on the pragmatic, engineering aspects of ngcnt-bnsed systems. In future, we intend to consolidate this work by Investigating development methodologies for agent-based systems, Such methodologies will provide a systematic framework thnt cnn be used to address the pragmatic concerns of software enginccra chnrgcd with the development of agent-based systems.
